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DURHAM, NH – A majority of Granite Staters support a law that would require everyone in a moving vehicle to wear a seatbelt and
three-quarters support the expansion of a commuter rail line into New Hampshire's "Capital Corridor." Democrats are far more likely
than Republicans to support a mandatory seatbelt law while support for rail expansion is more biparsan. Most who were asked say
they feel strongly about these issues but relavely few say they would be very or somewhat upset among those were asked how upset
they would be if their preferred outcomes on these issues do not come about.
These findings are based on the latest Granite State Pol*, conducted by the University of New Hampshire Survey Center. Five hundred
and sixty-six (566) randomly selected New Hampshire adults were interviewed by landline and celular telephone between February 10
and February 21, 2018. The margin of sampling error for the survey is +/- 4.1 percent.
Seatbelt Law 
New Hampshire is the only state in the country that does not require al people in a car to wear a seatbelt. There have been many
aempts to change this law but none have passed. Currently, a proposal to require al people in a moving vehicle to wear a seatbelt is
under consideraon in the New Hampshire legislature.
A majority of New Hampshire residents (59%) would favor a law requiring everyone in a moving vehicle to wear a seatbelt, 36% would
oppose such a law, and 4% don't know or are unsure. This represents a 10% increase since August 2017. Democrats (75%) are more
likely to favor this law than Independents (57%) or Republicans (43%).
Respondents who have completed postgraduate work, those who voted for Hilary Clinton in 2016, Boston Globe readers, self-described
liberals, those aged 65 and older, NHPR listeners, and women are more likely than others to favor this law while conservave talk radio
listeners, those aged 35 to 49, self-described conservaves, men, and those who voted for Donald Trump in 2016 are more likely than
others to oppose it.
* We ask that this copyrighted informaon be referred to as the Granite State Pol, conducted by the University of New Hampshire Survey Center.



















Favor or Oppose Seat Belt Law
Favor Oppose Don't Know
However, simply asking people if they favor or oppose a mandatory seatbelt law can be misleading in that it does not account for the
intensity of support or opposion for such a law. We used two techniques to measure intensity of opinion on this issue and respondents
were randomly assigned into two groups. The first group received a folow-up queson asking if they feel strongly or not strongly about
their support (or opposion) to a mandatory seatbelt law. The second group was asked if they would be upset if the opposite of their
posion became law - respondents who oppose a mandatory seatbelt law were asked if they would be upset if a mandatory seatbelt
law was passed while respondents who favor a mandatory seatbelt law were asked if they would be upset if one were not passed.
Among people who were asked if they felt strongly about their posion, 48% say they strongly favor a mandatory seatbelt law, 12%
favor one but not strongly, 27% strongly oppose a mandatory seatbelt law, 7% oppose it but not strongly, and 5% don't know or are
unsure.
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
February 2018 48% 12% 5% 7% 27%
Strongly or Not Strongly Favor or Oppose Seatbelt Law
Favor, Strongly Favor, Not Strongly Don't Know Oppose, Not Strongly Oppose, Strongly
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
February 2018 18%21%28%30% 3%
Upset if Preferred Outcome for Seatbelt Law Does Not Happen
Favor, Upset Favor Not Upset Don't Know Oppose, Not Upset Oppose, Upset
Among people who were asked if they would be upset if the opposite happened, 30% favor a mandatory seatbelt law and would be
upset if one were not passed, 28% favor mandatory seatbelts but would not be upset if the law were not passed, 18% oppose
mandatory seatbelts and would be upset if a law was passed, 21% oppose but would not be upset if a mandatory seatbelt law was
























Favor or Oppose Seatbelt Law
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
February 2018 59% 36% 4%
Favor Oppose Don't Know
"Looking at the intensity of opinion on public policy issues is very important for policy-makers so that they have a beer understanding
of the strength of support and/or opposion," said Andrew Smith, Director of the UNH Survey Center. "In the case of a mandatory
seatbelt law, strong support for the law is significantly greater than strong opposion, no maer how intensity is measured."
Support for a seatbelt law (59%) has increased since August 2017 (49%).



















Favor or Oppose Rail Expansion
Rail Expansion into NH Capital Corridor
 
Three-quarters of respondents (75%) support extending commuter rail service into the New Hampshire Capital Corridor (the area
through Nashua to Concord including Manchester and the Manchester Airport), 10% oppose expansion, and 15% don't know or are
unsure. Democrats (86%) are more likely to favor rail expansion than Republicans (70%) or Independents (67%).
Respondents who voted for Hilary Clinton in 2016 and self-idenfied Democrats are more likely than others to favor expansion while
conservave talk radio listeners are more likely than others to oppose it.
Favor Oppose Don't Know
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
February 2018 30% 46% 14% 3% 7%
Upset if Preferred Outcome for Rail Expansion Does Not Happen
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
February 2018 51% 22% 16% 5% 6%











As we did with seatbelt quesons, we used two techniques to measure intensity of opinion on this issue and respondents were
randomly assigned into two groups. The first group received a folow-up queson asking if they feel strongly or not strongly about their
support (or opposion) to rail expansion. The second group was asked if they would be upset if the opposite of their posion happened
- respondents who oppose rail expansion were asked if they would be upset if rail expansion was passed while respondents who favor
rail expansion were asked if they would be upset if one were not passed.
Among people who were asked if they felt strongly about their posion, 51% say they strongly support rail expansion, 22% support it
but not strongly, 6% strongly oppose rail expansion, 5% oppose it but not strongly, and 16% don't know or are unsure.
Among people who were asked if they would be upset if the opposite happened, 30% support a rail expansion and would be upset if it
were not passed, 46% support rail expansion but would not be upset if it were not passed, 7% oppose mandatory seatbelts and would
be upset if it passed, 3% oppose but would not be upset if it passed, and 14% don't know or are unsure.
Granite State Pol Methodology
These findings are based on the latest Granite State Pol, conducted by the University of New Hampshire Survey Center. Five hundred
and sixty-six (566) randomly selected New Hampshire adults were interviewed in English by landline and celular telephone between
February 10 and February 21, 2018. The margin of sampling error for the survey is +/- 4.1 percent. These MSE’s have not been adjusted
for design effect. The design effect for the survey is 1.2%.
The random sample used in the Granite State Pol was purchased from Markeng Systems Group (MSG), Horsham, PA. MSG screens
each selected telephone number to eliminate non-working numbers, disconnected numbers, and business numbers to improve the
efficiency of the sample, reducing the amount of me interviewers spend caling non-usable numbers. When a landline number is
reached, the interviewer randomly selects a member of the household by asking to speak with the adult currently living in the
household who has had the most recent birthday. This selecon process ensures that every adult (18 years of age or older) in the
household has an equal chance of being included in the survey.
The data have been weighted to adjust for numbers of adults and telephone lines within households. Addionaly, data were weighted
by respondent sex, age, educaon, and region of the state to targets from the most recent American Community Survey (ACS)
conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. In addion to potenal sampling error, al surveys have other potenal sources of non-sampling
error including queson order effects, queson wording effects, and non-response. Due to rounding, percentages may not sum to
100%. The number of respondents in each demographic below may not equal the number reported in cross-tabulaon tables as some
respondents choose not to answer some quesons.
For more informaon about the methodology used in the Granite State Pol, contact Dr. Andrew Smith at (603) 862-2226 or by email at
andrew.smith@unh.edu.















































































Favor Oppose Don't Know
STATEWIDE Feb 2018 4%36%59%
BELT1: Currently, New Hampshire does not require adults to wear seat belts. Would you say you favor or oppose a law requiring everyone in a
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Once-twice a month










































































































































































BELT2: Do you feel that strongly or not strongly? [about opinion on law requiring everyone in vehicle to wear a seatbelt]
Strongly Not strongly Don't Know/Not Sure
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BELT2a: Suppose a law was not passed requiring everyone in a moving vehicle to wear a seatbelt. Would you be..
Very Upset
Somewhat
Upset Not Too Upset Not At Al Upset
Don't Know/Not
Sure
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BELT2b: Suppose a law was passed requiring everyone in a moving vehicle to wear a seatbelt. Would you be..
Very Upset
Somewhat
Upset Not Too Upset Not At Al Upset
Don't Know/Not
Sure
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RAIL1: There has been a proposal that would extend commuter rail service from Boston and Lowel into New Hampshire through Nashua to Concord
including Manchester and the Manchester airport, known as the NH Capital Corridor. Do you favor or oppose extending commuter rail service into
this corrdidor in New Hampshire or do you not have an opinion on this?
Favor Oppose Don't Know
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RAIL2: Do you feel that strongly or not strongly? [about opinion on extending commuter rail service into NH Capital Corridor]
Strongly Not strongly Don't Know/Not Sure
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RAIL2a: Suppose commuter rail service was not expanded in the state. Would you be..
Very Upset
Somewhat
Upset Not Too Upset Not At Al Upset
Don't Know/Not
Sure
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RAIL2b: Suppose commuter rail service was expanded in the state. Would you be..
Very Upset
Somewhat
Upset Not Too Upset Not At Al Upset
Don't Know/Not
Sure









































Few times a year
Once-twice a month
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